Sysdig Secure DevOps Platform

The Sysdig Secure DevOps Platform provides security to confidently run containers, Kubernetes and cloud.

Why Sysdig

- Deep visibility across containers and cloud
- Radically simple to run and scale
- Built on an open-source security stack

How It Works

Data sources
- Container/K8s Security
  - Vulnerability Scanning
  - Runtime Security
  - Incident Response and Forensics
  - Compliance
  - Network Security
- Cloud Security
  - Infrastructure as Code Security
  - Cloud Security (CSPM)
  - Cloud Workload Protection
- Monitoring
  - Kubernetes Monitoring
  - Troubleshooting
  - Prometheus Monitoring
  - Custom Metrics
  - Cloud Monitoring

Key Use Cases

- Container/K8s Security
- Cloud Security
- Monitoring

We’ve instrumented Sysdig into our pipelines where it is executing container vulnerability and compliance checks. Those automated checks allow us to move faster.”

- Director Engineering, SAP Concur

Highlighted Customers

- logdna
- BlaBlaCar
- SAP Concur
- worldpay
- Goldman Sachs

Learn More

sysdig.com/secure-devops-platform
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